
New Beginnings - Proven Legacy

Lots happening here at Caryl Communications,
and we want to share it with you! Our agency
has launched a new chapter with a new owner:
long-time team member Sandy Crisafulli. The
move coincides with the retirement of Caryl
Bixon-Gordon, who founded our award-winning
agency in 1984, and Bob Gordon, who served
as chief financial officer. We are thrilled for
Caryl and Bob, and all that is to come for our
company! Read more >>

Our sincere thanks to ROI-NJ for sharing the story of Caryl's legacy and
this wonderful little agency. Check it out!

Team Moves

We’ve got a great one to announce:
Jamie Platt has been promoted to operations
manager. Jamie, who joined us in 2017, keeps
our team running smoothly from sunup to
sundown, handling a wide range of
responsibilities. Congratulations, Jamie – well
deserved!

We also have a new home base!
In January, Caryl Communications joined
Mission 50, our favorite boutique office/co-
working community in Southwest Hoboken. We
proudly serve as Mission 50’s PR partner and
highly recommend it to anyone looking for a
very cool, very flexible work environment.
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Reflections

Embracing our new future has us reflecting
(proudly, we will add!) on our history, which is
steeped in long-term relationships.

By the numbers:

The majority of our retainer-based clients have been with us for
more than a decade (with several spanning 20+ years!).
The average tenure of our talented team members is nearly 13
years.  

Talk about staying power!

Industry Insights: The Modern Press Release is
Alive and Well

In today’s ever-evolving communication landscape, a well-crafted news
release remains a core PR tool for garnering credible media attention and
raising profiles. Our latest blog outlines four reasons why the press
release – with a modern twist – is alive and well. Read more>>
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As always, we would love to hear your latest news! Reach out to Sandy
at sandy@caryl.com to schedule an in-person or virtual catch-up.
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